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Abstract:

Airborne  electromagnetic  (AEM)  method  provides  an  imaging
capability to rapidly map out resistivity structure of the subsurface in a
large  area.  With  a  close  connection  between  resistivity  and
hydrogeology (e.g.,  sediment  type,  water quality),  the AEM method
can  provide  a  complementary  approach  with  traditional  well-based
approaches  for  imaging  hydrogeology  of  the  subsurface  a



fundamental  knowledge  required  for  groundwater  science  &
management.  However,  the  AEM  method  only  provides  indirect
information about hydrogeology (i.e., resistivity) and further it suffers
from the  limited  resolution  generally  decreasing  with  depth.  These
disadvantages  create  inaccuracy  in  a  derived  hydrogeologic  model
and  associated  interpretations.  In  this  presentation,  I  demonstrated
how  “targeted  approach”,  which  focuses  on  specific  issues  of
groundwater  applications  and  incorporates  other  available  data  or
existing geologic knowledge into the imaging process can improve the
derived hydrogeologic model and associated interpretations. Working
with two AEM data sets obtained in the Central Valley of California
one  of  the  most  productive  farmland  in  the  world,  we  addressed
specific  groundwater  issues:  1) Northern part  of  the valley:  Vertical
connectivity of the aquifer system and 2) Southern part of the valley:
Imaging large-scale structure.
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